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Nier automata endings guide

FlagView StoryNieR: Automata has a total of 26 finishes and epilogue. The majority of them are funny jokes ending up non-kaon in the main story, while others offer a different perspective to the main story. Sometimes you'll need to complete certain conditions to reach a specific end, such as completely
the maximum out every weapon in the game or remove an item from your inventory. You can see multiple ends during one playthrough depending on what you do, but a selected number of ends will need you to complete the game at least one time or discover a finish before they reach them. Here's a
complete list of all the finishes of the game. Note: When you beat NieR:Automata for the first time, you will get the finish A on your saved file. Saving the game after you beat it the first time will allow the ability to start a second playthrough. You get to keep all your levels, equipment, and inventory; however
the levels will be slightly different compared to your first playthrough. The same rules and steps apply to start your third playthrough, which is required for some completion! Your third playthrough will be different than the previous two times in a variety of ways. Here are each of the different ends for Nier
Automata. Included are the conditions needed to reach each end, as well as the requirements for specific end and the order in which they can be found. Complete the game for your first time. Continue from your saved file after you finish A.During your third playthrough, select A2 during boss in the final.
Then select the Name dialog option in the POD request during the end credits. During your third playthrough, select 9S during the final battle before choosing the choice dialog I will go with you. After you have completed either C or the input to finish, say Yes to the POD's request, and then complete a
mini-game. During B's playthrough, hack the car and wait until all the time they are drawn. Once you successfully complete completion A, fail the mission when 9S occurs in the technique. When Goliath entered the city, abandoned the mission and failed. During your first playthrough, go to Copy the City
and defeat the boss. Then run away 9S after that. Kill the Pastor in Chapter 09-01_3.After talking to Jackass in the desert camp, eating Mackerel Fish.Run away the boss of chapter 10-02.When you're playing as A2, by entering Paskal's village Village.In paskal, killing the villages. On your third
playthrough, run away from the final boss. During your third playthrough, allow 2B to die from the virus. During your third playthrough, lose 2B while playing as 9S. During chapter 14-05, destroy the robot allies near Pascal.During your third playthrough, running away from Popola and Devola during the
largest parting sequence. Remove your operating system. Use the ability of the self-destroyer to ring up the benker. When the Tower of Sequence Hack starts in Chapter 17-01, contend alongside Devola and Popola until energy is drained. Dies during the first mission the game. Avoid helping A2 and 2B
in the Sales Center, when they first meet. Be sure to self-destroy Emil during the Mission's Emil's Determination. - You must have each weapon upgraded the max capabilities to Paskal once you save it. Nier Automatic has everything you expect from a role-playing action game. Starting in the slick fighter,
a braid story that turns and makes you think a lot of different ends, this is all good game. Nier Automatic is a role-playing adventure video game that is developed by PlatinumGames, and Square Enix publishes it. The game is a sequence of 2010's video games to Nier and is a spin-off of Drakengard's
video game. The feature that separates this video game from other games is that a lot of numbers end. So if you're interested in learning about all the ending of Nier Automatic, it's the article. An observation on Nier Automata EndingsNier Automata has finished 26 which is very high in numbers. However,
among all these 26 Finish only five finishes are good or significant finishes for the game. These are five main roads in the game; A, B, C, D and E. Finish A, B and C are the essential at the ends that come as the main game procedure. Finishing C and D comes later in the game as overtime. Optimum and
the final finish is End E. However, you need to play at each end before if you want to access it. There are other 21 alternative in-game finishes for this game. However, most of these are not much significant, and some are only fun to realize. These are finished can be accessed throughout the game at the
various game points. You need to perform a specific action to achieve each of these ends. List all nier Automata EndingsHave you played Nier Automata and finished it off? Do you wonder how many ends of Nier automatic? Well, Nier Automata has total 26 finishes! Yes, you've heard right, he's 26!
Although, some delicate ones are just funny jokes and are not significant for the main story, while others are more important and offer a different perspective to the main story. For some finishes coming, you need to play the game for at least once or complete the previous completion to find them. You can
consider this article as an automatic Nier finishing guide. To get Nier automatic all its finish below; Finishing a flower for machinesThis is the first end of this game. Reaching this end doesn't require anything special. Play the game and fulfill all the main demands. This ends after 2B ends 9S as data 9s
corrupted. A route ends with a giant body softly standing while holding 2B to snap B or not For Beafter to finish first time, you have to save the game. Now starting from the key file save and playing in the game again. Complete the main demands to achieve this end. So the condition of this completion is
filling at least in for once. Finish C Sense KodTo have finished, loaded the game and played to finish for the third In addition to fulfilling your requests must do one more thing. You have to choose A2 Nierto to finish boss in the final. The end of the Child Industry ending has two different versions. To
achieve this finish, select 9S to undo the final boss in the third gameplay. In the text portion, you'll have two options to choose from. One is I will go with you, and the other is I will stay. Selecting any of it will give this the finish, but that will differ in each version. Finishing E at The End YorhaThis ends up
being a little bit critical. While seeing the C to finish or D for a plus time (You can skip directly to select chapters 17-09), when credits are displayed, Pod 153 will make you for data checks. If you accept, you'll be pushed again after a short-time exchange between both Pods. If you accept again, it will state
your desire to survive, and it will allow you to play a mini shooter game. To unlock this completion (finish E), you must complete this mini-game. He noted that playing the mini-game is very difficult. For this reason, if you die repeatedly, the game will ask you if you need any help. The help will only appear if
you are connecting to a PSN network. If you're playing offline, you're all your own, ending Mission FailedTo realize this completion, you must let the 9S die. In chapter 01-03_2, when Engels are hitting out 9S on his back, you have to let the clock run out to fail the system repair. Now you will receive
Mission Fails (Finish F) to finish. Finish Gungry for KonnenledgeWhen you get the controls at 9S for the first time in Chapter 01-01_2, overload the mission and go the crande to achieve this end. Which ends H a mountain too woTo achieve this end, you have to abandon the missile by neglecting the order
to intercept the Goliath attack. Take the path to the entertainment park in the village of Paskal, and you'll quickly achieve this end. Finish I'm not in team team easier to achieve this end. Defeat Boss in the Cheating City of the Chapter 08-01_2. Now just run away 9S to accomplish the end I am. The game
will end with credit to finish 9S expectation several decades for the 2B to return. But he was never seen again. Finish J Bad JudgmentYou can achieve this ending in Chapter 09-01_3. At first, enter the factory to satisfy the vehicles. Now killing any of their cars to get this finished. Ending the KjiWokuttain
Chapter 06-01, after reporting to the captain, you'll have an email with the Jackass title: Fish. Meet with him at the Dessert Camp and find the Antique Mackerel Fish. You find this item in the Caught Fish menu. Now, eat (used) the fish to achieve this end. Finish L Lone WolfYou can achieve this finish in
two ways, either in Chapter 10-01_03 or Chapter 10-03. So to achieve this end, you can either leave the resistance camp when their attack begins or when the boss shows up, abandoning Pascal's village. Whatever way you choose credit to end up will always refer to Quit Camp.Finish M Break Timeyou
can achieve this end in chapter 14-03. Le Paskal's village is under attack while playing as A2, don't go there. Instead of running the factory, Park Amusman or Resistance Camp achieved this end. Ending N No Person in VillageThis ends can do in many times. However, doing so in Chapter 07-01 is the
easiest. As you play this chapter destroys every car in the village of Pascal, and you realize the completion of the end of Man's Village. End O Just and Methis Finish can also be achieved in two ways, one in Chapter 11-03 and other is at 11-04. In the 11-03 chapter, running back to the factory instead of
procedure towards breaking them in the city. In chapter 11-04, when the EMP descended Nier Automatic 2B, do not hack into it. Instead of pulling other YorHa units until the mission fails. Or you can walk away. Finish P corruption your third playthrough, leaving 2B Nierdie out of the virus. You can achieve
this finish faster by moving towards the goal marker and standing before or on the bridge leading to the commercial establishment. The percentage of the infection will jump up as you'll be near your target because of suspension. Ending Q ActionThis Questionnaire ending can be achieved in the Chapter
11-07. To reach this end of chapter 11-07, don't head for the commercial facility where 2B is located. Instead, go back to the Resistance Camp or run through the desert area. The goal is to lose 2B while playing as 9S. Finish R MaverickIn chapter 14-05, attacking the paired robots near Pascal trigger this
finish. Kids are able to make this end up in going to the boxer in the room. May end S City GetThis finish can trigger the chapter 17-01. When trying to access the tower, abandon both Devola and Papola if they try to protect you. Finish T Fatal Errthis is the easiest that ends trigger. Remove the operating
system (OS) chip, and you will achieve this completion. Finish U DebunkedWhile Play Chapter 06-01, self-destroyer when you're in the benker. You can achieve this finish other times too. However, selecting this chapter is quick and easy to trigger this finish. Finishing V Reckless Braveryou can be
accessed, this ends while trying to access the Tower of the Chapter 17-01. While playing this chapter, don't hack the tower while trying to access. Instead, fight alongside Devola and Papola. You can also stand and watch them fight to trigger this end. Ending WingsYou can trigger this ending in the early
01-01_1 chapter. Find yourself killing off the laser prolog by a giant laser / Die when 2B is flown to a.Sa factory will take time because of their recovery effects. So if you want to trigger this finish, unequipany bumper/heal chip before choosing the chapter. If you do, you will die as soon as you won't be able
to change chips when you are in the vol. Finish X Time to RelaxYou may have this end while playing the chapter 11-06. As 2B is infected virus, the game is changing A2 after arriving at the commercial facility. Running away without helping to get this finished. Finish Y Heady BattleTo get this finish, you
must play in Emil's Determination Mission. At the end of this mission make sure Emil destroys yourself. You have to upgrade each weapon to the maximum capabilities to ensure that this event occurs. Finishing Z more than particular ZealousThis ends can happen in the chapter 14-01. When you leave the
wilderness, you will meet Paskal outside the Resistance Camp. Now instead of dissecting him, kill him to this trigger to finish. These are all 26 ends of Nier Automata's video game. To achieve all these ending things you've played in the game and need to finish the game several times. Although all ends
are not very significant for the game, some are Mr. Conclusion All other role-game role actions, Nier Automata is full of action, death, and mystery. What differentiates Nier Automata forms other games is that Nier Automata offers a massive number of back ends. Each automated Nier finishes having its
own time and can be triggered by specific actions. So you have to play the game multiple times to see all alternative finishes. I believe you have now the answer to the Nier automatic question how many ends? Reading this article, I also believe you have had enough sufficient knowledge at every possible
ending of Nier Automata. You can contact us if need more information. Happy Gaming! Bank!
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